Ultrafast multiplanar determination of left ventricular hypertrophy in spontaneously hypertensive rats with single-shot spin-echo nuclear magnetic resonance imaging.
To determine whether left ventricular hypertrophy can be correctly evaluated in hypertensive rats with a new nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) imaging modality that is relatively simple to operate and provides results of constant quality while offering a high signal-to-noise ratio. DESIGN Left ventricular mass as calculated from the NMR imaging analysis was compared with the actual left ventricular mass measured by gravimetry. Single-shot ultrafast spin-echo (SSFSE) imaging of hearts of Wistar-Kyoto rats and spontaneously hypertensive rats was performed at 4 T. Left ventricular mass was determined by using Simpson's rule on stacks of images acquired in systole and diastole. SSFSE NMR imaging performed in systole or in diastole evaluated and quantified left ventricular hypertrophy in hearts of spontaneously hypertensive rats very similarly to gravimetry. The left ventricular mass as determined by NMR was in good accordance with the actual left ventricular weight (SEE: 30.39 and 35.86 mg for the systolic and diastolic NMR acquisitions, respectively). Using an SSFSE sequence, high-quality NMR images of the rat heart can be generated very reliably with sufficient contrast and temporal and spatial resolution, and allow precise, non-invasive and fast characterization of left ventricular hypertrophy in a hypertensive rat model.